Preface

Massively Multilingual Language Models (MMLMs) are trained on around 100 languages of the world, however, most existing multilingual NLP benchmarks provide evaluation data in only a handful of these languages. The languages present in evaluation benchmarks are usually high-resource and largely belong to the Indo-European language family. This makes current multilingual evaluation unreliable and does not provide a full picture of the performance of MMLMs across the linguistic landscape. Although efforts are being made to create benchmarks that cover a larger variety of tasks, languages, and language families, it is unlikely that we will be able to build benchmarks covering all languages and tasks. Due to this, there is recent interest in alternate strategies for evaluating MMLMs, including performance prediction and Machine Translation of test data. We believe that this is an important yet relatively unexplored area of research that has the potential to make language technologies accessible to all. The SUMEval workshop received submissions on techniques for scaling up multilingual evaluation. In addition, the workshop also included a shared task on performance prediction.
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